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L. Helwig, D. Austreim, D . Erickson,
N. Evers, D. Martin, J. Waples

A medium sized hackberry that
shaded a southwest patio in an
established neighborhood in
Pierre was struck by lightning and
split in half . It had been in
perfect health but at an earlier
time had lost a major branch.
That tree was worth $1320.10.
If the branch had not been
missing, and if the tree had been
growing just a few feet over so
that it shaded the entire patio ,
the hackberry would have been
worth twice as much.
The homeowners were
surprised to find that their tree
had that high a monetary value .
And they found they could use
this figure to recover at least
some of their loss through
insurance or federal income tax
deductions.
How can we figure the value of
a tree right down to a dime?
There are three different methods
we could use .

1. Replacement costs
This is normally used for trees
under 4 inches in trunk diameter.
You need the costs of each of the
following (secure three estimates
from area licensed nurserymen):

* removal of damaged or dead
trees

* digging the new planting hole
* new tree

* post transplanting care and
maintenance

* survival guarantee costs

2. Decrease in assessed value of
the real estate
You have to ask a realtor or
land appraiser to give a value of
the landscape with and without
the tree . Get a second opinion .
This is simply a before and after
appraisal, and it certainly will be
more valid if you have a
photograph of your landscape on
file before the damage occurred .
3. Computed method
This method was developed by
the International Society for
Arboriculture and approved by
the Council of Tree and
Landscape Appraisers. It is the
most widely accepted method of
shade tree evaluation.
Multiply each of the following
factors to arrive at the tree's
value :

* cross sectional area
* current value per square inch
* species class
* condition class
* location class

Cross sectional area in square
inches
To find the cross sectional area
of a trunk, measure around the
trunk with a tape measure at 4 ½
feet above ground level and
divide that circumference by 3.14
(the ratio, pi). That gives you the
"diameter at breast height," or
DBH . Square (DBH X DBH) that
number and multiply it by .7854
(a standard factor) to get the
cross sectional area in square
inches.

Current value in dollars
This is the dollar value per
square inch set by the Council of
Tree and Landscape Appraisers .
The 1989 value of $27 per square
inch is the most recent available
figure .
Species class value in percent
This value is given in Table 1
which has been developed
specifically for South Dakota.
Species class value is expressed
as a percent and is a measure of
the relative value of ornamental
tree species. Relative values are
based on form, color, growth
habits, flowering and fruiting
characteristics, structural
strength, longevity, insect and
disease resistance, and general
maintenance requirements.
Four criteria have been used in
assigning species value:
1. A geographical area that has
shown a high potential for
successfully supporting a broad
spectrum of species will have a
lower value for those species
generally considered to have
less desirable growth habits.
(Example: Siberian elm =
30% .)
2. Conversely, a geographical
area with a low potential for
supporting a broad spectrum of
species will have a higher
value for almost all species in
that area. (Example: Siberian
elm = 60%.)
3. Species that are known to have
serious or hard-to-treat

problems are less desirable and
will have lower values assigned
to them. (Example: American
elm = 30-40% .)
4. A selection (cultivar) within a
species will be assigned a
value according to its degree
of improvement and
desirability over its parents.
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Condition value in percent
Expressed as a percent,
condition value is a measure of
an individual tree's relative
physical condition, as compared
to a specimen tree of the same
speci~s in perfect health and
form (Table 2).
The expertise of the appraiser
will be critical at this step,
particularly in cases where there
is only partial loss of a tree.
Tree condition is expressed in
five percentage classes (100, 80,
60, 40, and 20) with a perfect
specimen valued at 100%. Very
few shade or ornamental trees are
perfect specimens. Deductions
are made for poor form, wounds,
decay, storm damage, insect or
disease damage, and for other
identifiable defects.
The appraiser will evaluate the
tree in the condition in which it is
found (minus the new damage). If
the tree is gone, his next best
option is to use the photo you
took before the damage and had
in your files. His third resort is to
question the neighbors for an
unbiased statement about the
tree's condition prior to damage.
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Location value in percent
Also expressed as a percent,
location value is a measure of the
benefits derived from an
individual tree. Again, there are
five percentage classes, based on
site location and the tree's
function, value, and placement.
1. Site location is a major factor.
Identical trees on different
sites may have different
aesthetic values. For example,
street trees have a completely
separate set of aesthetic values
compared to trees growing on
your residential property. Table
3 gives basic guidelines.
2. Functional value indicates how
well the tree provided such
things as shade, screening for
privacy, noise abatement,
2
climate control, and beauty .
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Table 3. Site location values for
South Dakota trees

Table 1. continued

---------=--- ----Percent

Mountain ashes {Sorbus)
80

Showy
European . . . . . .

70
70

cultivars ..... .
Mulberry (Morus) ..

cultivars
Oak (Quen;:us)
Bur ....... .
Northern pin ....

Red
cultivars

60

Olive, Russian (Elaeagnus) ..
Pines (Pinus)
Austria

80

80

Ponder
Scotch

White
cultivars (same as

90
90

same

Poplars (PQpulus)
Cottonwood

cultivars
Quaking aspen ..
cultivars
Big toot.fl. . . . , ..
cultivats
Bolleana

Black (induding cultiar Lomba
Spruces (Ricea)

Black Hills . . . . . . ...
Colorado

Norway
Serbian
Sycamore 6Pfatanus) . . .
Walnut, blft.ck (Juglans). ... ,
cultiw;rtSc .

Willows (Salix)

70
70

......... .
laurel
White..... , .
cultivars ..

60

Table 2. Condition value
Condition
Excellent

Good

Fair

Descri
Perfec
pest problems
required. Minim
time of inspecti
Healthy and vig
or mechanical i
form repres~nta
20 years.
Average conditi
some corrective

Poor

characteristics of species. Ma
or physiological probl~. Mi
years.
General state of decline. May
or disease injury, but death n

20

major repair or renovation. Mi

. years.
Dying or

dead

Dead or death imm

Site location
value*
100
Specimen or historical trees
Average residential, landscape trees 80~90
70-80
Mall and public area trees
Arboretum, park, and recreation trees60-80
60-80
Golf course trees
60-80
City street trees
60-80
Environmental screen trees
50-70
Industrial area trees
40-60
Out-of-city highway trees
20-40
Native, open woods trees
0~20
Undesirable locatfon trees
*functional or placement deficiencies will
reduce site location values.

0

3. Tree placement deficiencies
wil I resu It in deductions in
location class. Design purpose
and effect, crowding from
other trees, interference with
utilities or public safety, and
potential damage to buildings,
sidewalks, and other property
are tree placement factors.

Sample problem
Back to that hackberry tree in
Pierre. Here's how to figure its
value.
The circumference of the tree
was 42 inches at DBH. To find the
cross sectional area, find the
diameter (D) by dividing the
circumference (C) by 3.14.
D = C/3.14 = 42/3.14 =
13 .3 inches
Now we can calculate the cross
sectional area:
Cross sectional area =
0 2 X .7854 (a standard factor) =
13.3 X 13.3 X .7854 =
138.9 square inches
The basic 1989 value is $27 per
square inch. The species class for
a hackberry in Zone 4C (see
hardiness zone map) is 80%. The
condition class for this tree is
established at 60%. The location
class, since it is a residential tree
providing shade on the SW side
of the home, is 90%.
When we plug these values into
the original formula, we can find
the value of the tree:
cross sectional area, 138.9 square
inches, x
current value per square inch,
$27, X
species class, .80, x
condition class, .60, X
location class, .90, =
$1620.00.

3

Multi-trunk trees and shrubs
For a multi-trunk tree , use the
diameter of the main (largest)
stem at DBH, then add 60% of
the added value of the remaining
trunks. For example, a mature
three-trunk birch with trunk
diameters of 7, 5, and 4 inches
would have an adjusted trunk
diameter of 12.4 inches (Main
trunk = 7. Added value of
remaining trunks = (5 + 4) X .60
= 5.4.)
Shrubs are normally evaluated
by their replacement costs . Again ,
consider all costs included in
replacing a plant.

Figure 1. South Dakota hardiness zone map
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4-A Most favorable zone (4-A1 and 4-A2)
or 1-A, l•B
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4-B Less favorable zone than 4-A1 and 4-A2
or II
4-C Less favorable zone than 4-A,, 4-A2, and 4-B
or Ill

D

4-0 Least favorable zone
or IV ·
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